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Zoom In, Zoom Out
 
There is still uncertainty, far from all concerns.
Life is too short to battle and hide the unjust.
When a mango is ripe, it will fall from the tree.
Zoom in on the desirable things and zoom out on the undesirable.
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A Twisted Mind Rarely Flourishes.
 
A twisted mind rarely flourishes -
Dusts are transported away by winds.
The gloom flees when the sun comes out.
Waves produce a loud roar as they approach the coast.
Everything is resolved by nature in its own way.
What exists today won't exist tomorrow.
Clear your head and stay focused on your task because when time moves on, it
pushes aside everything that stands in his way.
A crooked mind never grows; it harms the body and the mind's health.
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Troll ~ A Social Media Weapon
 
Social media has bridged the gap
and world has become a global village
people have utilised this platform
to write and communicate effectively
but some nuisance is also attached to it
And the biggest of all is a Troll
this weapon, simply nag your brain
and you get worried for nothing but words
words are arrows thrown at you
it will do no harm yet you keep worrying
so beware of such troll and the person doing it
Remember, a roaring lion will never catch the prey
and an intelligent lion will seldom roar.
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Pearls Of Memory
 
As I watch from the coast of relationships,
I notice the waves of love
rising one by one before fading.
 
They go deep and deeper in the memories
to settle their for ever
the pearls of past shines in future.
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Senryu - Adventure Of Soul
 
jump out of body
soul returns with a purpose
and peace accomplished
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Thoughts In My Mind.
 
Standing on the shore of relationships
I see the waves of love turning up
One by one and then diminishing
Going deep to the base
To never return.
What remains
Is the bunch of memories
Giving life to the body to carry
And live this otherwise a dead life.
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I Am On Second Sky
 
I am on the second sky,
fragrance carries persona;
face livens up and glows
love floats like a lotus -
death never enters the garden
timeless world floats on
only me and you
together.
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